Central Park Conservancy
Central Park Conservancy is a non-profit organization dedicated to restoring New York’s Central Park. The Conservancy is responsible for the park’s day-to-day operation and enhancing and promoting relations it’s with the public.

“Paramount’s integration to Blackbaud was why we decided to go with WorkPlace. The team was extremely helpful and customized the integration in a very timely manner.”

- Beth Haskell, Director of Information Technology

CHALLENGES
- Paper-based system resulted in lack of visibility and control
- No ability to track of requests
- Multiple copies of requisitions caused confusion

REQUIREMENTS
- Custom approval workflows
- Complete audit trail
- Accommodate unique purchasing demands across departments
- Integration with BlackBaud

SOLUTION
Implementing Paramount WorkPlace Requisition with a customized integration for Blackbaud Financial Edge.

- Integration with BlackBaud eliminates duplicate entry
- Improved oversight and visibility into spend
- Streamline encumbrance tracking
- Comprehensive audit trail delivers needed visibility and control
- Automated approval process speeds procurement cycle

BENEFITS

Features such as the duplicate button for requisitions, email approvals and the elimination of redundant spreadsheets to track encumbrances contribute to time savings.

Central Park Conservancy is now able to monitor revenue, expenses and net results for events and programs. This considers encumbrances for open purchase orders and accruals for received goods and services. They have been able to unify requisition, purchase order, encumbrance, invoice, accrual and actual.